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A man who has been manager of Sioux Valley Empire Electric Association,
Inc., for the last 22 years was chosen as the recipient of the South Dakota

Agri-Business Man of the Year Award for 1975 from South Dakota State University.
Virgil Herriott, left, Brookings, who manages the Colman-based electric
cooperative, was presented the award by John Thompson, head of the SDSU Economics

Department during Agri-Business Day Apri1 1 in Brookings. The award is given by
the Economics Department to South Dakotans who have made outstanding accomplishments in business and community service.

When Mr. Herriott joined Sioux Valley in 1953, there were 6,500 consumers.
Now there are about 9,300. The average KWH per customer jumped during that time
from 350 to 1,350.

SVEE was started in 1939.

He has been a member and an active participant in the S.D. Rural Electric
Association and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association. He also
has served as a director and vice president of the Federated Rural Electric
Insurance Co., was an original incorporator and later director of the National
Rural Utilities Cooperative Pinance Corporation.

Other posts he has served on include:

Director and past chairman of the

National Farm Electrification Council, director of the S.D. Association of Coop

erati ves, member of the S.D. Electric Mediation Board since 1965, and was a member

of the Citizen's Tax Study Committee named by Gov. Ralph Herseth in 1960. He also
helped organize and was the first president of the Lake Poinsett Development Asso
ci ati on .

Mr. Herriott served as an officer in the U. S. Army Air Corps Air Transport
Command, North African Division during World War 11. He has participated contin
uously for the last 20 years in a structured program of management development
and training, sponsored by the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association.
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THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR AGRICULTURE AND AGRI-BUSINESS IN THE YEAR AHEAD

ROBERT E. OLSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS

The outlook for agriculture and agri-business in South Dakota for 1975
is about as clear as the view has been the last week or so. However, despite
snow, wind, and cold, one can dream with more certainty of basking in the warm
sunshine by next July than he can count on the reality of an upturn in the
econoiny by mid-year, v/hich some stock market traders, hopeful politicians, and
some analysts seem to be indicating at present. No one can be sure about the
economy ever and particularly this year -- and especially about the future of
the agricultural economy.

With all this uncertainty, proper humility befits an economist when he
becomes a prognosticator. Forecasting based on disciplined analysis is at
its worst when unforeseen aberrations occur.

Our economic models break down

with unexpected changes. They are, after all, constructed with relationships
derived from experience so results are necessarily upset by new and unexpected
values in the independent variables. Hov/ever, managers of businesses including
farm businesses are inevitably stuck with some assumptions about the future
when planning for the year ahead. An analyst should take his work seriously,
but not himself, and, if he must forecast, perhaps he should forecast often so

as to keep current with the changing conditions.
The economic outlook for agriculture and agri-business in South Dakota in
1975-76 depends largely upon a number of external factors beyond the control
of those engaged in the industry in the state. It depends upon the level and
strength of demand on the national and international levels and on growing
conditions. Consumer demand in the nation is currently being influenced by
the recession. Prices and sales of products of the livestock sector are
especially sensitive to changes in income on the national level. Foreign
demand varies with economic conditions and weather in other parts of the world.
Carry-overs of crop inventories were small last year and will likely be small
again this year, so the size of this year's crop will be a major determinant
of prices and incomes.

World demand for grain has remained strong so far this marketing year (that
is, marketing of last year's crop). Exports of feed grains have not only in
creased but have increased more than had been expected earlier in the year.
This increase has been possible during a short-crop year because of the greaterthan-expected reduction in utilization of feed grains for domestic livestock
feeding.

We are now in a recession that is five quarters old. From the fourth
quarter 1973 base, we have experienced a decline in real gross national product
of between 6 and 7 percent. This decline compares with the 4 percent decline
experienced in the 1957-58 recession and with the drop of one-third in real
gross national product that occurred from 1929-1933. We are probably using

only about 90 percent of our existing productive capacity.
There are a number of factors augering well for a recovery soon. The slide
in gross national product appears to be slowing at the present time. First
of all, the time that has elapsed since the slide began would suggest an end

to the recession before the end of 1975.

the second factor is that the liq

uidation of large inventories results in a downward pressure on prices par
ticularly of industrial products and raw materials. Third, expansive monetary
and fiscal policies will likely provide stimulous to the economy. There has

already been an income tax cut; indications are that deficit spending will be
at least sixty billion with estimates running to a hundred billion for the 1976

fiscal year. There is pressure on the Federal Reserve System to make possible
the borrowing that will be necessary to finance the deficit spending. As I
indicated earlier, capacity is being utilized at about a 90 percent rate. With
idle capital and labor available, there is a basis for recovery of production
when there is an incentive.

However, there is some room for pessimism about prices and incomes in ag
riculture. The softening in wholesale prices observed in recent v^eeks has been
mpst noticeable in raw material prices. In fact, farmers might expect to be
making one of the first contributions toward the cooling of inflation. More
over, agriculture doesn't necessarily move exactly in step with the rest of the
economy. In recent experience, cattle prices dropped severely at the very time
the nation experienced unprecedented double-digit inflation. Looking to the
remainder of the spring and summer, cattle prices are likely to improve. Indeed
early evidence of the expected short term improvement has been seen in recent
days. Neverthelessn there is little hope of a sudden end to fundamental national
inventory problem that exists as far as cattle numbers are concerned. Current
slaughter rates are not high enough to prevent further growth in the national
herd. The outlook for hogs is somewhat better. It is possible that the full
impact of the decline in breeding stock reported to be about 20 percent is not
yet fully reflected in the futures quotes. Moreover, hog prices have not been
highly responsive to cutbacks in breeding plans because an expansion in the per
capita supply of beef. With unfavorable feeding ratios, rationing effect caused
by high prices of grain has been greater among domestic livestock producers than
was forecast earlier in the year.

As I said earlier, assumptions are necessary for business planning. Unfor
tunately, assumptions are often taken as forecasts, but realizing this does not
free us from the necessity of making some assumptions even about things we cannot
possibly know in advance, though we are always aware that we cannot know every
thing. Here's a partial list of things I's like to know about the 1975 year but
don't know who to ask. So we must assume something.
*The earliest frost date in South Dakota.

*The amount and distribution of rainfall.

In the absence of knowledge about the weather for the year, we assume "normal
weather" for the purposes of our analyses. For the nation as a whole, in six out
of seven years, the total crop size is near an average yield for the nation. Yields
might be off for part of the country, such as South Dakota, but we're not likely
to encounter such widespread shortfalls in production as occurred in 1972 and 1974.
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*A tape recording of the actual thoughts of Henry Kissinger. Seriously,
with our agriculture heavily involved in worldmarkets, world political events
are an important part of the environment. Without certain knowledge of what
might happen — with respect to the national oil economy, with respect to the
war and peace in the Middle East, with the relationship of the United States
with the Soviet Union -- we can only assume no unforeseen events that would
upset the world food and fiber economy.
The possibility for world oil prices becoming cheap in the near future is
not likely, but, circumstances do argue for at least a cessation to endless
escalation in energy prices in the next five to ten years and for a reduction
in real prices. The oil-producing states are utilizing money earned by recent
higher oil prices more rapidly than many had expected. The economic development
activities in Iran, Indonesia, Nigeria, Venezuela, and perhaps other oil-

producing states will need increased revenues to support them in the future,
making it difficult for all the nations in OPEC to agree on a policy of jacking
up oil prices simply by cutting output. The oil-producing states depend on
Western technology and goods to achieve economic development, a broader dis
tribution of income, and higher living standards among their peoples.
♦President Ford's decision on whether to sign the farm bill, which is
now pending in Congress.

For the purpose of evaluation near-term outlook, we assume that whether
the President does sign or not will make little difference to the size of the

crop acreages planted in 1975.

1976.

What he does might make considerable impact by

(Subsequently the bill was vetoed.)
*A reliable measure of the spending and savings propensity of the American

population — just exactly how fast and how strongly they will react to the
counter-recessionary policies that have been announced for the economy.

We are now in a one-and-a-half trillion dollar economy, which is very
large number. 6NP changes are still useful for a perspective overall economic
trend but, we are in an environment now where too much emphasis on the aggregate
measures of economic activity may lead to policy errors. That's particularly
relevant with respect to the problem of inflation. There seems to be a wide
spread assumption that inflation is a single uniform virus with a single cause.
If we could just isolate the virus, then we could attack and cure it with a

standard treatment. It's quite true that inflation is measured by changes in
general price index, and that prices on the average may continue to rise as they
have most of the time in the last quarter century. But it is not true that
each and every sector will rise anything like the average or even necessarily
rise at all. So we have to be careful in looking at what we mean by inflation.
A classic example is to be found in the financial literature, where one
is insturcted in the learned writings of some eras that common stock prices
are rising because of the inflation.

At other times, similar articles establish

that stock prices are falling because of the inflation.

Both of these rela

tionships may be logically true as well as empirically correct at particular
times simply because the condition described as "inflation" is not necessarily
the same from time to time#

Credit policies and monetary restraints are traditional antidotes to
recession may be Insufficient to deal with the recent phenomena of raw material

scarcity and price Inflation focused heavily In raw material and Industrial
goods.

Output, consumption, and prices of major parts of agriculture can, and In
the next year or two may very well be, out of phase with the rest of the economy,
or major segments within agriculture. I'm particularly thinking of the fact
that prices and Incomes of grain farmers are still relatively good at the very
time when the country as a whole Is experiencing the worst recession since the
Second World War.

At the same time we've had an unusually severe adjustment In

the livestock econon^ where the record build-up In herd numbers coincided with
unusually short production of feed grains.
When we're looking ahead just one year, the possibility always exists for
food surpluses In an economic sense because they are related to price rather
than nutritional needs. The relationship in the markets for agricultural prod
ucts is such that the small change In supply up or down leads to large changes
In prices. It's what we aconomists call an Inelastic demand. This knowledge
gives us some understanding of what we observe In the periodic variations In
the publicity about the world food problem. I do not deny the reality of food
energy shortages In certain places and shortages of desirable protein In more

widespread populations. Moreover, it's a fact that world population Is burgeoning
and even If measures were taken to slow It down there would be considerable lag

before growth could cease. Nevertheless, In terms of the short-run view of the
commercial demand for food there Is a possibility of a quick return to an Increase
In the carry-over of food stocks with "normal" production for a year or two. This
Is the condition of "surplus" which leads to prices which may be considered by
farmers as Inadequate.

Because the South Dakota economy Is highly dependent upon economic factors,
originating outside the state, our results depend heavily on the state of the
nation's and the world's economy. Our state depends on agriculture, on travel of
visitors, and to some extent on outside markets for manufactured goods. We don't
need to elaborate further on the Importance of agriculture except perhaps to remind
that about 40 percent of personal Income In South Dakota Is the Income of farm
operators and that well over 50 percent of the Income comes from activities directly
related to agriculture. Our personal Income In the state Is about 3 billion dollars
a year and our farm cash receipts now, about 2 billion dollars a year. The latter
Is a different measure not directly comparable with personal Income.
Both the farm cost level and the farm commodity price levels are at higher
levels than three years ago. But looking Into our cloudy glass for a glimpse of the
future, the possibility of believing that costs of Items that farmers buy may
escalate further seems greater than that there will be comparable further Increases

In the prices of farm commodities.

So, look for a renewal of the "cost-price squeeze

U. S. unemployment has reached 7 or 8 percent and will likely go higher. More
over, unemployment will likely stay relatively high, even after recovery In the level
of economic activity begins and for many months thereafter.

The high rate of unem

ployment Is primarily due to the failure of jobs to Increase as rapidly as additions
to the labor force.

s
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There seems to be evidence of a decline in international trade; for

example higher prices have resulted in record high export values in current
dollars hiding the drop in quantities. The environment in international
economic relationship is condusive to realization of the ever-present threat
of trade wars, etc., which may damage our potential for agricultural exports.
In short the outlook for agricultural industries in 1975 is for lower

prices and incomes except where major crop failures occured last year, higher
costs and more uncertainty and variability in prices than in most past years.

RECENT TRENDS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANS
FOR SOUTH DAKOTA

By;

Dan R. Bucks, Commissioner
DELIVERED BY
RODNEY ROESLER
POLICY ANALYST

The topic "Recent Trends in Economic Development Plans for South Dakota"
implies that economic development planning has occurred in South Dakota for
a sufficiently long and continuous period of time and has encompassed a
sufficiently large number of efforts to be able to identify and analyze
"trends" in such efforts. It may be more accurate to speak of recent
"experiences" or "events" in development planning rather than trends,
because development planning efforts have occurred only at brief times
in our state's history.
Current state economic development planning efforts in South Dakota
date back only to 1972 with the publication of the initial Policy Plan for
Economic Development, which, with only slight modifications, has since
become an official part of the State Comprehensive Plan. The economic
development plan outlines a basic economic diversification strategy to
help achieve certain income and employment goals for the state. This plan
will be joined shortly by a Policy Plan for Agriculture, analyzing, in
part, methods of improving the economic performance of the agricultural
sector.

In addition to these state-level efforts, economic development planning
for South Dakota also occurs to varying degrees at the substate level through
the planning and development district organizations and at the local level
through county and city comprehensive plans. Economic development planning
affecting South Dakota has also begun on a multi-state, regional basis with
the formation of the Old West Regional Commission. The focus of today's
discussion, however, will be those efforts that have occurred at the state
level.

For purposes of clarity, economic development planning, will be con
sidered to be a formal process of developing policies and programs aimed
at improving the level of economic performance in the state in some desired
and identifiable manner. Defined in this manner, economic development
planning is only a part of the larger process of comprehensive planning.
Comprehensive planning involves a consideration of the full range of pub
lic goals including economic, social, resource and governmental goals and
of the trade-offs among these goals. It is within this definition and this
context that economic development planning currently proceeds at the state
level. Thus, although the Policy Plans for Economic Development and Agri
culture play an important role in the state comprehensive plan, they are
part of a much larger and multi-faceted plan. For those who are interested,
copies of the outline of the state comprehensive plan are available today.

Before reviewing highlights of the economic development and agriculture

plans, it should be acknowledged that there are certain hard realities that
limit the scope and effectiveness of economic development planning at the
state level.

A recognition of these limitations on economic development

planning can help to prevent the formation of excessive expectations con
cerning the potential results of such planning and can help to shape
development planning efforts in a realistic and useful manner.
One limitation on development planning arises as a consequence of an
economic reality. Individual states are, to only a limited degree, masters
of their own economic destiny. National and international economic forces,

policies of the federal government and even of other states, and climatological, resource, and geographic conditions all have a strong impact on

economic conditions within an individual state. Obviously the agricultural
sector in South Dakota is significantly impacted by economic forces that

originate from beyond our borders or by resource and climatological con
ditions that are subject to only limited influence. One should not con
clude, however, that states are completely without any means of affecting
their economic futures. State policies and programs in the areas of taxa
tion, education and research, resource management, overhead capital invest
ment, business finance, and business regulation can all have an influence
on the level of economic activity within a state. One implication of these

facts is that economic development planning should attempt to identify and

analyze carefully those state policies which can have some important influ
ence on state economic activity despite the influence of those factors
beyond state control.
The second limitation on Economic Development Planning is a conse

quence of an historical and political reality.

In most states, including

South Dakota, there is an absence of a tradition of consciously directing

a variety of governmental programs and policies in a coordinated manner to
achieve certain desired and identifiable economic results. This absence
of a tradition of coordinated economic policy exists despite the fact

that there are a variety of state programs aimed at improving economic

performance. A partial list of such programs includes irrigation develop
ment, highway and airport construction, industrial promotion, career edu
cation, agriculture and business research and agricultural market development
Such programs, however, are typically targeted at specific problems
or cliental groups and are generally not coordinated as a part of a larger
economic strategy that is monitored by state economic indicators. In
short, the political process has not yet yielded a clear decision in
favor of the state conducting a coordinated economic strategy that fully
utilizes whatever economic policy tools might be available. In this con
text, economic development planning efforts should attempt to educate as
fully as possible decision-makers and citizens alike to the potential for
effective state economic strategies and to the means by which such
strategies might be carried out.

A third limitation on development planning results from the absence
of coherent economic data systems and economic models for South Dakota.

^

There is simply not available on a continuous basis and in proper form
much of the information that would be desirable for developing state

economic policies and for evaluating the results of any implemented

^^ .

policies. Economic development planning in the state must necessarily be
concerned, in part, with the development of information systems relevant
to economic policy.
Current economic development planning efforts at the state level have
begun to deal with these limitations. Both the Policy Plan for Economic
Development and the Policy Plan for Agriculture which is now under con
sideration by the State Planning Commission attempt to identify those
policy tools that the state could use to meaningfully affect economic
activity. Moreover, by recommending economic policy goals and strategies
for achieving them, both plans provide a basis for educating South Dakotans
on the potential for coordinated state economic policies. Finally, a
priority project has begun during the current fiscal year in the Planning
Bureau to develop a comprehensive policy information system encompassing
important sets of economic, social, and resource data. Already in im
proved set of short-term indicators of economic activity in the state
have been developed, and the preparation of an updated input-output model
for South Dakota has begun. Thus, new tools for development planning
should be available in the foreseeable future.

Having .discussed the general context of development planning at the
state level, it is appropriate to briefly review the subject matter of
existing development plans.
The Policy Plan for Economic Development recommends certain goals
for reducing the rate of outmigration from the state, for creating suf
ficient jobs to achieve the outmigration goal, and for narrowing the per
capita income gap between South Dakota and the remainder of the nation.

To achieve these goals, the plan recommends an economic diversifica
tion strategy with emphasis on business enterprises that do not rely on
substantial local markets. The strategy further suggests that economic •
growth be directed into the maximum number of communities in the state to

allow citizens to exercise choice in selecting a place of residence. It
is further suggested that both natural and public service amenities play
an important role in attracting certain businesses to the state. Finally,
the strategy emphasizes the need to improve the availability of financial
capital for new business ventures in the state.
To implement the strategy, the plan recommends that the state utilize
its ability to issue tax exempt bonds to expand the availability of private
financial capital for economic diversification projects. The plan also
recommends that the state provide financial assistance to local communities
for public facilities or amenities that have the effect of attracting new
private enterprises.

These major recommendations provided the conceptual underpinnings for
the Rural and Community Development Program that was introduced into the
South Dakota Legislature this year. The program, which required a twothirds vote, was, to the regret of the state administration, declined by
the Legislature.

other recommendations in the economic development plan include;

*
*
*
*

An expanded business and industrial expansion program;
Expanded research into economic development prospects;
Recommendations for improvements in transportation;
Coordination of manpower programs with economic development

*

A recognition that, in the long run, environmental quality is necessary for the economic well-being of South Dakota.

;

efforts; and

•
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The Policy Plan for Agriculture now before the State Planning Commission
was developed with the advice of a 15-member Council on the Future of Agri
culture that was chaired by Dr. Dearborn.

The draft plan deals extensively with economic issues in agriculture, but.
considers, as well, certain other issues related to the quality of life in
•)
rural areas.

The goals recommended in the plan include:
1.

Fostering stewardship of the states resources to assure their avail
ability to agriculture;

2^

Achieving a level of income for rural South Dakotans comparable to
that of the rest of the nation;

3.

Encouraging the orderly movement of persons into and out of agri

4.
5.
6.

Maximizing the ownership of land by those who live and work on it;
Encouraging employment opportunities in South Dakota;
Insuring that every occupied rural house has a healthful water supply •'
and sewage disposal system; and
Improving community services in rural areas and encouraging community-

culture;

7.

based economic and social institutions.

. Given the broad nature of the plan's suggested goals, a substantial number
of policies to achieve those goals are recommended.
Time will permit references
only to the major recommendations.

The basic strategy recommended in the plan for improving agricultural
income is based on the perspective that South Dakota's farmers and ranchers
should be aided in developing competitive advantages with respect to farmers
and ranchers elsewhere. To implerrient this strategy, the draft plan includes
recommendations for:

1.

A State Agricultural Marketing and Production Program to improve the

ability of South' Dakota's farmers and ranchers to market their products
and to tailor their production to market demands;

2.

An expanded Rural Water Resource Development Program for irrigation

3.

The enhancement and diversification of management training opportunities

and domestic water supply purposes;
for fa^rmers and ranchers; and

r

^

-y,*'

4.
&
pi
P
1.

Other reconmendations including the reform of the state tax
system; expanded in-state agricultural processing; improving
rural transportation; and the development of special technology,
institutional arrangements, markets, and products for small
fanners.

.

The draft agriculture plan also emphasizes the need for conserving
resources—particularly land resources—if South Dakota agriculture is
to be stable and productive. The plan discusses the need to adopt policies

or measures to a) prevent soil erosion, b) encourage farm lease arrangements
that provide incentives for resource conservation, and c) discourage the
conversion of prime agricultural land to urban uses.

To encourage the orderly movement of persons into and out of agri
culture, recommendations are made for improved employment and job training
opportunities for those who wish to leave agriculture, for modifications
in federal estate taxes to ease the transfer of family farms, and for
research into a state land bank or land trust program to aid the entry of
persons into agriculture on an economically viable basis.
The draft agriculture plan also contains suggestions for encouraging
the decentraiization of public services into rural areas, for establishing
an office in the state department of agriculture to analyze federal policies
affecting rural areas, and for expanding and diversifying the nature of
rural-related research.

It should be clear at this point that the agenda of recommended policies
in these two plans alone is long enough to occupy the state's decisionmakers for some period of time.

As for the future, economic development planning will need to continue
to deal with and, if possible, reduce the limitations on state development
planning discussed earlier. Continuing efforts will need to be made as well,
as integrating economic development planning into the broader comprehensive
planning process that involves social, governmental, and environmental goals
in addition to economic goals.

I We can also proceed forward with economic development planning in
South Dakota with the knowledge that we have certain advantages that will
help us carry through these efforts. We have a state government that is
now organized to encourage the communication and coordination that helps
both in the formulation and implementation of broad economic strategies.
We have the opportunity to learn as well from the mistakes that other states
have made in the process of development. Finally, by virtue of our modest
population size, we have the opportunity to involve the average citizen in
development planning efforts to a greater degree than is possible in more
populated states. Ultimately economic development planning, like any other

public effort, cannot succeed for an extended period without public support

and public involvement.

(See attached outline.)
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.OUTLINE OF-THE SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
>

\.v .- .r-

; A d o p t e d by the S.D. State Planning Connilsslon
December 23, 1974

I.
A.
- '

Planning for South Dakotans Future-'^A Preface

.
.

,

Why a State Comprehensive Plan?
A short discussion of the aims and purposes of a state compre

hensive plan and its relationship to the planning and administrative
activities of governmental agencies.

Planning as a tool to aid the

public in shaping the future of their state will be emphasized in this
•^

•

discussion.

B.

How the Plan is Developed.

A short discussion of the pbulic input and decision-making pro
cedures utilized in developing the state comprehensive plan.
•

C.

The Design of the State Plan.

A summary discussion of the subject matter of the plan and the
. '

manner in which it is to be shaped into an integrated document.
II.

The Future Community of South Dakota

This section will develop a theme for the entire plan. The ^ * V

general historical, cultural, social, political, economic and envi

ronmental context that defines the boundaries of life in South Dakota

will be analyzed. Projections will then be made as to the alternative
paths that South Dakota has available for its future growth and devel

opment.

Goals for the Future growth and development of the state will

be recommended. On the basis of these goals, a recommended path or paths
of development will be suggested.
In terms of the substance of this element of the plan, emphasis

1^''

will be given to a) the manner in which forces beyond the control of
South Dakota have impinged on its development; b) methods of increasing

the degree of control that South Dakotans have over their future; and c)
the opportunities which South Dakotans have to attain a unique and ex-

J^

eellent quality of life.

,14.

. III. The Political Econon\y of South Dakota
A.

;

-W>v

Agriculture - A South Dakota Way of Life

This element will analyze the agricultural sector of our state's
econoniy and society and make recommendations for maintaining and strenghtening this sector. Agriculture is given its own element in the plan be
cause of its current and prospective role in shaping many of the unique
aspects of life in South Dakota.
B.

Economic Development - Jobs and Income for People.

This element discusses and proposes an economic diversification
strategy to supplement agriculture as a source of economic opportunities.
Subsequent revisions of this previously adopted element of the plan will
give added consideration to the implications of technology for economic
development in South Dakota.

C.

The Marketplace for Work - Matching Jobs to People.

This element will consider how government can most effectively provide
South Dakotans with an opportunity to fill new or improved job openings in
the state.

D.

The Distribution of Wealth and Income - Balancing Equity and

'

Incentives.

The effect of governmental policies (taxation and income main
tenance programs) on the distribution of income wi,ll be analyzed. The
essential question will be a consideration of how to balance the need for
a minimum level of income to sustain basic human needs with the need to

maintain work incentives in a free market economy.

E.

The Regulation of Business Enterprise - Emulating the Free Market.

The regulation of business enterprise generally occurs when actual market
conditions fail to correspond to ideal free market conditions. How government
can help the economy to achieve, through regulation, ideal free market results
will be the subject of this element.

i".

IV.

A.

The Human Condition in South Dakota

... '•'t f

r'.'

V

'

Education - The Varieties of Human Learning

This document will consider how, within limited resources. South Dakota

can provide educational opportunities that will help as many citizens as
possible achieve their maximum potential.
B.

Public Health and Welfare - The Conditions for Human Development.

Methods to maintain and improve health care and other basic human
services needed by all citizens will be discussed in this plan.

C. Social Justice - Opening Opportunities for Human Achievement

This topic covers a wide variety of programs aimed at eliminating
barriers or obstacles to human achievement. Such programs include anti
discrimination measures, the criminal justice system, and special human
service programs for particular disadvantaged groups.

D.- Liesure, Recreation, and Cultural Affairs - Opportunities for Human
Fulfillment.

This topic covers methods for providing the conditions for the max
imum possible social, cultural, and recreational opportunities.

V.

The Physical and Natural Environment

„

'

A. Management of Natural Resources - An Environment for People
How to best manage the allocation of natural resources amoung com

peting uses or.non-uses will be the subject of this plan. In particular,

how to manage the trade-offs between economic and environmental goals
will be given special attention.

B. Transportation - The movement of People and Goods

This topic covers methods of maintaining an integrated transportation
system that effectively contributes to or is consistent with the state's
economic, social and environmental goals.

C. Communications - A Basis for the Human Community in an Age of
Technology.

• The innovative use of modern communications as a substitute for trans

portation and a means of creating a greater sense of community in the state
will be discussed.

D. Housing and Community Facilities - The Structures for Living

This topic will cover methods to supply adequate housing and asso
ciated community facilities necessary to maintain the quality of life.

VI.

A.

Governing South Dakota

The Governmental Process - Ensuring Responsive and Effective
Government.

This topic will discuss the political and governmental decisionmaking process in South Dakota and suggests measures to ensure that govern
ment is responsive and accountable to the citizency and serves the public
interest.

B. State Government - Its Organization and Management.

This topic will cover how state government should be effectively and
efficiently organized.
C.

Local Government - Its Organization and Management

This document will be a counterpart to the document on state government.

D.

Intergovernmental Relations - Cooperation amoung Partners.

This topic will discuss how to maximize local, state, federal, tribal
and interstate cooperation.
E.

Information for Officials and Citizens - Improving Knowledge for Decision
Making in a Democratic Society.

Topics to be covered include a) balancing individual rights to privacy
with the pbulic's right to know about public affairs and b) methods of im
proving the generation of policy-relevent information.
F.

Public Finance - Managing the Public Purse.

This document will cover the manner in which state government aquires,
allocates, expends, and invests its financial and physical resources.
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THE LAND USE ISSUES

Galen Kelsey, Extension Resource Development Specialist
Eric Hofer, the self-educated, San Francisco longshoreman, philosopher,
teacher and author, in his book Ordeal of Change, said "we can never be

really prepared for that which is wholly new. We have to adjust ourselves,
and every radical adjustment is a crisis in self-esteem: we undergo a test,
we have to prove ourselves. It needs inordinate self-confidence to face
drastic change without inner trembling."
I have observed the truth of Mr. Hofer's words about not only change

bringing about a great deal of "inner trembling", but merely talking about
change can produce the same result. The introduction of several land
use policy bills in Congress and the debate over the Critical Areas and
Soil Erosion and Sediment Control bills in our own legislature has sparked
considerable controversy in the legislature, farm papers and in numerous

meetings across the state. The primary concern seems to be over what
appears to be the loss of local control over land use policy.
The Federal government has, since the beginning of our history and

up to the present, established and maintained much of the land use policy

in this country. Later it was used to implement the expansionist policy
of a growing nation; a policy of encouraging settlement. Few restrictions
were placed on the use of the land because to do so would be contrary to
the policy of exploiting the resources of the land, timber and minerals,
to encourage the growth of industry; to build our cities and homes.for

a growing population. With the closing of the frontier in the late 1800's
these policies were modified and lands were set aside for conservation
purposes. To a large extent, this policy is being pursued today, at
least as far as Federal land is concerned.

Governmental policies usually are not explicitly stated in legislation
but are implied in the purposes of the legislation. I would like to take
a few minutes to list for you a few pieces of landmark legislation which,
in effect, have served to establish land use policy in this country.
In 1776 the first act of the Continental Congress pertaining to land
was to offer deserters of the British Army both citizenship and fifty

acres of public land. The second act pertaining to land came a month later.
It provided 2,560,000 acres of land for the Revolutionary military personnel
In 1787 Congress set aside land on Lake Erie for refugees from Canada
and Nova Scotia who sided with the Americans during the Revolution.

The expanionist policy reached its zenith in 1862. In that year

Congress passed the Homestead Act, the Land Grant College Act and provided
20 million acres of land to the Union and Central Pacific Railroads to

foster the development of railroads and telegraph.

Through the many

acts of Congress up to the present time over a billion acres of land
was transferred to private ownership.

Eighteen seventy-two marked the beginning of the conservation movement
with the creation of Yellowstone National Park.

In 1879 the Geological

Survey was establTshed, the first real attempt to classify and inventory
the land in the United States.

In 1902 Congress passed the Reclamation Act which provided for the
Irrigation of arid lands. It created a Division of Reclamation which
later became the Bureau of Reclamation.

In 1903 the first wildlife refuge was established and in 1906 the
American Antiquities Act authorized the establishment of national monu
ments. Devils Tower in Wyoming and our own Badlands were set aside under
provisions of this act.
In 1933 the Soil Erosion Services was established which was later re

named the Soil Conservation Service.

This may have been the first time

the conservation policy was extended to include land in private ownership.
Throughout the 1930's and 40's a number of other acts were passed
which have had land use implications. These include the Taylor Grazing
Act, the "Triple" A and subsequent amendments, and the creation of the
Bureau of Land Management.

In 1956 Congress passed the act which created the Interstate Highway
System. Some people have labeled this act the single most important
land use measure to pass the Congress since the Homestead Act.
One of the most recent acts of congress affecting land use is the

passage of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. This act provides
money to states to establish land and water use plans and controls for the
nation's coastlines. This act not only includes salt water coastlines but
fresh water coastlines as well which might include our own Great Lakes.

We might than ask, what has been the role of state government in
establishing land use policy? With a few exceptions, notably Hawaii, the
states have delegated their powers of controling the use of land to the
local governmental units. States have passed weed and fence laws and
have adopted the model soil conservation district law but the most important
local land use tool of all, comprehensive planning and zoning, is delegated
to. municipalities, counties and townships. Hawaii alone of all the states,
zones from the state level.

Land use policy issues came to the attention of most people in 1973
with the passage in the United States Senate of Senate Bill 268, entitled
Land Use Policy and Planning Assistance Act of 1973. This bill and
several substitute measures failed to reach the House floor for debate

and passage in either 1973 or 1974. The principle author of S.B. 268
was Senator Jackson.

The latest information I have is that Jackson has introduced a
bill similar to 268 in the Senate. The new bill is S.B. 984. Representative
Morris Udall has introduced a bill in the House (HR 3510). The purpose of

this bill is to provide financial incentives and policy direction to

states for the development of state land use programs, and to increase^
coordination between federal agencies and the states in land use activities.
Some maintain that these bills are a grab for Federal control over
land use in the states. However, they may, in fact, enhance the power
that rural American has for state and local control over land use policy 1
Past trends and events strongly indicate that we will have a

national land use policy law within the next few years.

Thus, the

question we should be concerned about today is what kind of national
land use policy law should we be urging or supporting for South Dakota?

-19^'-'
The Jackson and Udall bills and a third one being prepared by the

Dept. of Interior all provide grants to the states to help them prepare
their own state land use policies and plans. The amount of grant monies
varies in each bill as well as the number of years the grants would be
available. The Jackson bill directs the states to identify critical
areas.

The other bills do not have such a stipulation.

None of the bills contain sanctions against the state, such as with

holding grant monies, if the state plans fail to meet certain criteria.
These were features found objectionable in previous bills.

The philosophy of these bills is in sharp contrast to our air and
water laws.

In these laws the Federal government establishes air and

water quality standards the states must meet. The only latitude the
states have is to set more stringent standards than the Federal criteria.
If the states fail to enact their own land use policy either with or without

the federal legislation, we are likely to see federal legislation imposing
strict standards similar to the Federal air and water quality laws.

You might well ask, why pass any federal or state land use laws at
all? It has been said many times, "we like it the way it is." National
concern, and the force behind the actions in the state and federal
legislatures has centered around the following concerns.
Environmental awareness.

In the mid-sixties Americans became aware

of th^r deteriorating environment and the need to conserve the nations
resources. The energy crunch has brought home the realization that our
resources are exhaustable and the way others use the nations resources
affects all of us. Because of this the concept that an owner may do with
his land as he wishes is being questioned.

Growing population.

In 1800 our population was just over 5 million

people. In 1900 it had grown to over 75 million. In 1970 our population
was 203 million and by the year 2,000 it is expected to be over 240
million people. America needs space for homes, factories and recreation
for an expanding population. Marion Clauson of Resources For the Futu^^e,
in his book, America's Land and Its Uses said that urban, recreation and

water storage land needs will probably double by the year 2,000.^ America
is still generously endov;ed with land, however space is limited in areas
where it is most needed which leads us to competing and conflicting uses
of land.

This is a problem which was recognized early in our history when
the Colonists decreed that powderhouses and slaughterhouses be constructed
outside the colony, and I would imagine, downwind. Today objections
arise over commercial establishments in residential areas, strip develop

ments in agricultural areas, and wildlife refuges and outdoor recreation
playgrounds in rural areas.

There is another type of land use, which might be called a competing
use, which causes major concern by people v/ho may never have seen the
land in question. I am speaking of strip mining, and sites for power

plants, solid and fluid waste disposal, and nuclear testing and waste
disposal. Obviously we must use land for such purposes, or at least most
of them. Everyone can bejexpected to agree that such uses should be far,
far away from them. Controversy over such uses can only be settled in
the political arena and lawmaking process with appropriate safeguards

for the residents of the area.

If you saw the CBS Sixty minute program

of March 10, a segment of which was devoted to the disposal of sludge
from the waste treatment plants of Chicago and a few other metropolitan areas,
you will have an idea the bitterness this issue can cause.
Another concern which has arisen in recent years is the preservation
of historical structures and sites. South Dakota is rich in archeological
sites within which the history of the first men of the plains is written.

As we approach our 200th birthday the interest in preserving our own
heritage and culture too has increased.

The last concern, and the one of perhaps the most interest to this
audience, is the world wide food shortage. Studies on the subject indicate
that there are only three areas of the world which consistently are able

to produce enough food to meet their domestic needs and can export sub
stantial food supplies to the food deficit nations. These areas are Canada,
the United States and Australia - New Zealand.

We could spend several days

discussing this issue and I won't attempt to go into the implications of
the problem. Our own population is increasing and the world population
is expanding at an even greater rate. Thus, the demand for food can be
expected to increase. There are many who advocate the protection of our

prime agricultural lands from developments in order to meet our present and
future food reeds.

Some states have very little agricultural land left at all. In
C3nnecticut a land use study committee recommended that the state purchase

all the remaining ag land in order to preserve open space and the rural
character of the state. Perhaps the farmers there feel like an endangered
species with the state purchasing a refuge for them.
briefly th^n, these are the concerns behind the movement for land use
control at the Federal and state levels. Some of them are being expressed
nere in South Dakota but admittedly, the most pressing concerns are coming

from the ..iore densely populated areas of the nation.
state concerns often affect us.

National and urban

For example, we saw very little need for

an occupational health and safety law but it applies here just the same.
We must recognize that even though the majority of the land is rural, the
congress is largely urban oriented.

iln 1974 and again in 1975 a Critical Areas bill was introduced in the
South Dakota legislature. A much amended bill passed the Senate but failed
in the House.

So that we know what we are talking about the term "critical

areas" will be defined.

Critical areas, within the definition of the legislation are:

"areas

possessing significant economic, recreational, historic, cultural or
environmental values or natural systems which perform functions of

greater than local significance and the development of such areas could
result in irreversible damage to these resources, decrease their value

or utility for public purposes or unreasonably endanger life and property."
The bill directed the state to identify such areas and then established
the criteria an area must meet to be designated a critical area. Eleven

different categories are designated in the bill such as floodplains,
archeolo§ical sites, wildlife habitat areas, key economic sites,
wilderness and recreation areas and others.
is specifically mentioned.

Prime agricultural land

The original bin set up a procedure whereby an area might be nomin
ated for designation. The legislature would make the final designation
and the land use controls would become part of the city and/or county
zoning ordiances in the area affected.

legislation.

Numerous states have similar

Our bill was patterned after the Minnesota law with several

changes.
A Soil Erosion and Sediment Control bill was also introduced in the
1974 and 1975 legislature. This bill fafled to reach the floor for debate

in 1974 or 1975. This measure was designed to control land disturbing
activities which might result in soil erosion and sediment damage. Land
disturbing activity was defined as "any alteration of land surface which
may result in soil erosion from water or wind and the movement of sediments

into waters or onto land in this state or bordering states, including,
but not limited to, industrial, municipal or agricultural activities."
It is not surprising that these bills failed to pass. Any bill
which gives discretionary power to a state government agency pertaining
to what has traditionally been left at the local level could have trouble.

Also, at the present time I believe there is a greater distrust of
government at all levels than in the recent past.
A confusion exists in the wording of the bills too. The Critical
Areas bill contains such words as "significant" and "substantial". How

much is significant and what is substantial? Who decides? Conceivably,
as prime agricultural land is described in the bill, all agricultural
land could be so designated.

The soil erosion bill set up a procedure to enforce guidelines and
standards to be written later by the State Conservation Commission and

the individua] conservation districts. I think our legislators and the
people want to know what will be in those guidelines and standards before
they pass such a bill into law.

The legislature did pass three bills which deal with city and county
comprehensive planning and zoning. Our planning and zoning enabling
legislation was put on the lawbooks in bits and pieces over the years.
The first statutes in 1927. Another section was added in 1941 and again
in 1949. Over the years these sections have been amended many times.
As a result of the "growing like Topsy" approach, conflicts in the
different sections of the statutes have evolved. The three bills just
passed will help correct these conflicts.

I think we now have the tools

with which cities and counties might be able to do an effective job of
planning and zoning on the municipal and county level. Planning and
zoning are the tools of local land use control, but just like any other
tool, their effectiveness depends upon the skill of the people who use
them.

Experience across the nation indicates that local control of land

use has not been very effective.

There are several reasons cited for

the failure of local planning and zoning.

Local government has been criticized for being part time, unpro
fessional and prone to give in to pressure from powerful local interests.
The charge is that oftentimes the "fox is put in charge of the
chickens." Positions on both the planning commission and the board of
adjustment are appointive and usually unpaid. In many instances realtors.

land developers and those who want a zoning change seek a position on one
board or another. While such people should not be discouraged from seeking
public office, when they are successful, the possibility of preferential
treatment is very great. I don't mean to indict people in these professions
but from the standpoint of zoning administration, the possibility of a
conflict of interest does exist.

I don't believe the part time and unprofessional charge is any longer
valid, at least as it applies to city and county comprehensive planning in
South Dakota. The six planning and development districts are providing
professional technical assistance to the local planning commissions in
South Dakota. Zoning administration for the most part is part time. The
zoning administrator is usually the county or city engineer or some other
employee. It yet remains to be seen whether these people will have the
time or inclination to wear two hats.

Under South Dakota law the local zoning ordinance must be based upon
a comprehensive plan. The plan, the zoning ordinance, sub-division
regulations, and official maps must then be adopted by the city or county
governing body at which time they are official documents of the county
or city. Subsequent charrges must be approved by official action of the
governing body.

Only about half of the counties or less have adopted comprehensive
plans and zoning ordinances at this time. Most of the larger cities have
had plans and ordinances in effect for many years. Few of the smaller
towns, 2500 or less population, have plans or even a planning commission.
A 1974 South Dakota law requires all counties to prepare comprehensive
plans, zoning and sub-division ordinances and official map for submission
to the State Planning Bureau by July 1, 1976. The law contains no
sanctions against counties which do not comply, however, with the technical
assistance available from their planning and development districts most
counties are attempting to meet the requirements of the law.

House Bill 502, just passed in the 1975 legislature, requires all
municipalities, regardless of size, to appoint a planning commission
and zoning board of adjustment. Municipalities may contract with the
county planning commission for planning services. The law does not
specify when municipal plans and ordinances must be completed.
It is quite obvious that our legislature wants land use control

kept at the local level. Past history has shown that if local government
does not exercise the power given to them, they will lose it. Counties
were given the power to plan and zone in 1941. The impetus for this
legislation came from our cities because of the problems they were
encountering from unplanned and uncontrolled developments on their fringe
and outside the city limits.

Because counties failed to exercise their

zoning powers the legislature later gave cities the power to plan and
zone up to three miles beyond their corporate limi1;s. Counties probaUly
would like to have this jurisdiction back.

I am reminded of a statement made by one of the persons interviewed
on the CBS Sixty Minute Program. The woman had voiced her objection to
the dumping of Chicago sludge' in her neighborhood. She said - "perhaps It
Is selfish of me but we were here first and that should give us some
rights." The problem is that while she had some rights other rights were
exercised first.

,

We talk as though planning and zoning will solve all local land use

problems and everyone will be happy. It isn't that simple. Every parcel
of private land which is zoned is owned by someone. The owners of that
land may or may not be satisfied with their zoning classification.
owners may have purchased that land with other uses in mind.
Most landowners seem to be ambivilant about zoning.

The

A farmer on the

fringe of a city might want the protection from encroachments and

conflicting uses of adjoining land which zoning provides.

Later, if he^

is thinking about retirement, he may want to sell his land. At this point
he might want to sell it for housing or industrial purposes. Zoning may
discourage some potential buyers and he might wish it was not zoned.
We are all citizens of our community and I believe we all are interested
in building better communities for ourselves, our children and grandchildren.
Planning and zoning can help achieve that end. There is no question, some
people may profit from zoning and others might lose. The philosophy of zoning
is "the greatest good for the greatest number of people" and until we can work
out an equitable system of distributing the windfall gains of one landowner
among those who are not so fortunate, these inequalities will continue.

Over the past six months Roger Steinberg and I have had the opportunity
to speak and" listen to hundreds of people across South Dakota about this
topics. I would like to share with you some of our audiences reactions
to land use planning.

To be sure, we have found a number of people who saw no need for land
use controls. This- reaction was largely in the sparsely settled areas of
the state. Most ruVal people object to the "red tape" of required permits.

We learned, when discussing the soil erosion and sediment control
bill that many Conservation District Supervisors are reluctant to be the
"policeman" over their neighbors farming practices. I think this is a
weakness of local control. Enforcement is perhaps more impartial if it
is removed from local politics and personalities.
With reference to the same bill, one rancher in western South Dakota

expressed his concern over the price relationship between cattle and
wheat. He predicted that a substantial amount of land unsuitable for
cropping would be planted to wheat. He recalled the situation during
World War II when "suitcase" farmers invaded the area and grew wheat

as long as the price was good and then pulled out, leaving the land to
blow, grow up to weeds, and eventually return to grass.

It is always astonishing to us the amount of myths and misinformation
that abounds about this subject. Many people believe that the state
planned to take • over all the land identified as a critical area and
turn it into some kind of public use area.

In one planning and zoning meeting we were harassed by a couple
people who owned some land near a growing city. We later learned that
the land was in a flood plain and they proposed to build a mobile home
park on it. The county had not yet adopted a permanent zoning ordinance
although an interim ordinance had been passed.
•<*

In almost every meeting the slurry pipeline proposed to cross South
Dakota from Wyoming to one of the states to the south-east was brought up.
I think I can safely say people are opposed to it.

Invariably the problem of farmers competing with the Department of
Game, Fish and Parks in the purchase of land arises. People are also
vocal in their criticism of the highway planners who have routed

Interstate highways through the middle of a quarter and at angles which
leave odd shaped and small parcels of land unsuitable for farming with
large implements.

I well remember one meeting in particular.

It was a meeting of

fanners in eastern South Dakota.

The county was zoned and there was

a fair sized city in the county.

County presidents of the three major

farm organizations were present.
If a vote had been taken at the start of the meeting I don't think

anyone would have voted for either a federal or state land use control
bill. They were in favor of the local control their own zoning
ordinances provided and saw no need for anything more.

As the meeting progressed they talked about the loss of political
power they as farmers had experienced in recent years. They began to
recognize that the State of South Dakota was in the same position,
relative to the rest of the nation, as they as farmers v/ere in an

urban dominated county. The opinion changed and I believe most of
them were in favor of a strong state land use policy bill and a federal
bill which would protect the land use control rights of the states.

Land use policy and control is being discussed all over the nation
at this time. Numerous states have passed land use policy measures.
No two of the bills are exactly alike but are similar in many respects.
There is a marked variation in the manner in which critical areas are

designated.

In Minnesota the governor names such areas by Executive Order.
Some state legislatures assign the responsibility to their state planning
agency with the approval of the governor or the legislature.
The latest state to pass a land use policy bill is Wyoming. Their
law establishes a permanent 9 member land use commission appointed

by the governor. The commission was given the responsibility for drawing
up a state wide land use plan and for the designation and regulation
of critical areas. A general appropriation of about 2/3 million dollars
was passed to help implement the bill over the two years.

Obviously this issue won't just "go away" because the legislature
rejected the bills offered to them this year. The supporters of this

year's bill have announced that the bill would be back next year. If
you have any opinions I am sure your legislators would like to hear from you

In conclusion I would like to point out an obvious fact.^ The world's
land resources are fixed.

Man cannot add a single acre to this fixed

amount of land. In the past, in the United States, the use of private
land has been largely determined by highest economic use. Most of the
decisions are what might be called short run decisions. Perhaps future
needs and priorities for land use will change. Many of our present
changes in land use are irreversible.

The problem then is to use the land now in such a manner as to
meet our present day needs and to pass it on to succeeding generations
for their use. We need space for homes, factories, highways, businesses,

food production and recreation. We have no idea of the needs of future
generations. We only know that land needs will continue to change as
they have in the past.
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THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM IN SOUTH DAKOTA

THOMAS E. DAVES
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY

The statistics which illustrate the need for economic development in
South Dakota are well known. However, to ward off complacency perhaps
some restatement is warranted.

Per capita income in South Dakota has increased more rapidly than the
national average throughout the last half century. The average South
Dakotan enjoyed-only 59 percent as much money income in 1929 as did the av
erage American.
By 1970 this percentage had increased to 81%. The median
family income in South Dakota in 1969 was $7,494, more than $2,000 less

than the United States median income, $9,590.

In this year 15 percent of

South Dakota families were classified as low income.

The national av

erage was 11 percent of all families. Thus, despite substantial progress
in improving South Dakota incomes relative to the national average, a gap
remains.

"^uthermore, much of the increase in per capita income has been due to
out-migration of people from South Dakota, not from increased total income.

South Dakota'produced 0.34 percent of the total national income in 1929,
only 0.26 percent in 1970. Net out-migration from South Dakota has oc
curred in every decade since 1910. Altogether, since 1910, 431,000 more
people have given up permanent residence in the state than have moved in.
Since 1960 net out-migration of about 100,000 persons has occurred, re
sulting in South Dakota moving from a rank of 40th to a rank of 45th among
states in terms of population-. About 40 percent of the net out-migration
of the 1960's was comprised of high school graduate to college graduate
age people.
Year-to-year personal income fluctuations in South Dakota are much
higher than the national average. For the 10 year period 1964-1973 annual
variations in personal income in South Dakota ranged from -7 percent to
+15 percent. For the United States as a whole personal, income variations
from year-to-year ranged only from +5 percent to +10 percent.

The potential for income growth and year-to-year stability is limited
in South Dakota if the economy continues to be based heavily on production

Quantitative estimates used throughout this paper were obtained from
various issues of the Statistical Abstract of the United States and of the
United States Aqricultural- Statistics.

of primary agricultural products which are exported as unprocessed foodstuffs or raw materials.
%

Approximately one-third of total personal income in South Dakota is
earned in the farm sector.

This does not include agri-business which is de

pendent for its markets and raw materials on the state's agricultural sector.
Thus, farm income fluctuations have both large primary and large secondary
effects on the South Dakota economy.

Stabilization and long-term growth of farm incomes (to achieve parity
with non-farm incomes) is not possible without probably unacceptable changes
in the structure of agriculture's production and marketing firms and rela
tionships. Primary agricultural products are traded in a national and even
international marketplace characterized by a high degree of competition and
a lack of demand responsiveness to price changes. South Dakota produces such

a small part of the national and international supplies of agricultural prod

ucts that it is and will remain in a price taker position much like that of
the individual farmer who must pay what the market asks for his inputs, accept
what the market offers for his outputs.

* '

South Dakota agriculture has experienced years of both low production

due to weather or other natural conditions and low prices.

Even if production

variability due to local environmental factors could be reduced in South Dakota
(e.g.j through widespread irrigation expansion), fluctuations in prices as

national and world market conditions change v/ould continue to have destabilizing

and generally depressing effects on South Dakota's agricultural economy.

Also,

it should be noted that the farm sector offers no help toward solution of the

unemployment problem.

Rather, trends toward increased capital-labor $udsti-

tution and farm consolidation promise more off-farm migration in the future.
»

Thus, although the v/elfare of farmers must remain important to policy
makers, solution of the state's low-income problem requires increased devel
opment of other sectors. Diversification of the state's economy is a necessary
condition for acceptable levels.of economic growth and stability.

One potential avenue for diversification which would use the existing
strong farm economy base would be to expand agri-business farm support and farm
derivative activities.

The more agricultural inputs which can be produced and

the more farm product processing activities which can be performed in the state,
the higher will be the in-state capture of the potential multiplier effects

stemming from primary agricultural production. On the input side the potential
for significant expansion is perhaps not great because of the existing market
concentrations and market power positions held by implement and other input
manufacturers, and because of the very large initial investments required to
begin production.

However, with respect to increased processing, prospects appear better.
With increased cattle (or beef) to feed price ratios, which will inevitably

occur, grain finishing of cattle will again expand the United States — the
consumer has not lost his taste for higher grades of beef.

South Dakota has

great potential to capture some of this expansion. The state now exports be

tween 1.5 and 3.0 million tons of feed grains per year, while at the same time

only finishing out about 11 head of cattle for every 100 head of total cattle
on farms. Nebraska, by compal^ison, finishes about 30 head for every 100 head of

•total cattle on farms. Substantial potential also exists for increased
slaughter and packaging, food grain milling, and preparation fo convenience
foods. For each of these items transportation of the finished product to
centers of population is no more expensive, and in some cases is less ex

pensive, than shipment of the unfinished product.2
Diversification of the South Dakota economy can also be effected by,
and requires, continued development of other, non-agricultural, export or
import substitution sectors. For some of these the potential is limited.
Government expansion is not likely. Tourism has exhibited increasing
potential, however transportation cost increases caused by high oil prices
might limit tourism growth at least in the near to intermediate future.
Mining has some potential, e.g., expanded coal production, but there are
environmental and resource exhaustion trade-offs, and pressure groups, that
restrict this possibility.

The most promising expansion possibilities appear to be expansion of nonagricultural manufacturing industry. Efforts and progress in this direction
have expanded rapidly in recent years. Annual investment in manufacturing
has increased from 8.8 million dollars in 1955-1969 to 23.3 million dollars
in 1969-1974,

A desirable direction for continued investment expansion in this area
would be toward light manufacturing which is labor intensive to absorb under
employment among women and low income farmers. Also industry requiring
highly educated and skilled workers but not large amounts of other inputs
would seem to have potential. Examples of such industry are consultant and
think tank activities of all types — engineering, architecture, product
design, social science.
Undoubteflly numerous and difficult problems must be faced if more
rapid economic expansion and diversification are to occur. Perhaps foremost
among these is the problem of inertia and attitude. We are not sure that we
want the fundamental changes in industrial structure and in political-socialeconomic power relationships which necessarily accompany dynamic economic
growth. Out-of-state firms and individuals are also unsure of our attitudes
and thus of our committment to their success should they enter the state.

Of somewhat lesser importance are the practical problems of overcoming
locational disadvantages and industrial development financing problems.

^Monopoly practices of processors and labor unions in other states now affect
South Dakota's ability to compete with finished products.

Also some discrim

inatory freight rates and federally subsidized transportation innovations (e.g.
hopper cars for unmilled grain) hamper processing expansion in South Dakota.
However, these are institutional factors that can be changed and should not
be accepted as unalterable^, through research, political and legal action.
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ROLE OF BANKS IN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA

LOREN W. TAUER
GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY

Historically, Industrial firms have located in South Dakota because
the city of location was the home community of the owner and because raw
materials and markets were close. These raw materials tend to be raw ag
ricultural products, and the local markets tend to be the agricultural
sectors in the state. In fact, although decreasing in proportion of
total employment, the food and kindred products industries have accounted
for half of total employment in the manufacturing sector, and for a sizable
number of the total firms in the state. Another important agricultural
related industry, the farm equipment sector, has grown greatly because
local markets have increased as farms have become more capital intensive.
Although the food industry in the state is dominated by a few larger firms,
the farm machinery sector is largely comprised of smaller home grown indus
tries that often start as an idea in one man's mind, blossoms into a family
business, and then evolves into a healthy small enterprise. Within the last
five years, abundant labor and favorable tax policies have also been impor
tant reasons firms have located in the state. This is especially true for
these firms whose home office is located outside the state.

When some communities consider industrial development they visualize
a brig' t new plant constructed by one of the major corporations. Many
communities have attained this success, but realistically, it is not fea
sible for most smaller communities. Unfortunately, the smaller home grown
firms are important and add significantly to the economy of the st3te, they
should not entirely overshadow the small firms in the state.

As of June 1974, there were 836 industrial plants in South Dakota. Of
these, 65 employed over 100 persons, 129 employed 25 to 99 persons, 642 or
77 percent, employed fewer than 25 person, (Table 1). The vast majority of
these in fact employed fewer than 10 persons. Many of these smaller firms
are located in the smaller rural communities, and the health of these firms
may be essential to help prevent deterioration of some rural communities.

Smaller firms employing fewer than 25 person, especially if they have
been established within the last five years, are the firms that are having
difficulties obtaining funds for operations. Generally, the larger, or the
well established firms are not experiencing problems obtaining funds. The
national corporations constructing branch plants in the state are definitely
not experiencing difficulties obtaining funds, although they may use local
financing.
I* is Important that^financial problems do not become a constraint in

the development of new, small firms, but providing them with funds, or easy
access to funds may not be the solution. They may lack other successful
qualities that only experience or education will provide. In some cases easy
access to funds may be detrimental to the health of a firm.
Although firms vary considerably in the percentage of funds obtained
from the banks in the state, on an average, a firm obtains 17 percent of the
funds to construct a new plant from banks in South Dakota, 32 percent of the
funds for expansion, and 22 percent of the funds to finance current assets.
Most of these funds are obtained from local banks. Firms that employ fewer
than 25 persons obtained from the banks in the state 20 percent of the funds
to construct a new plant, 40 percent for expansion, and 20 percent for current
assets.

Industrial loans held by banks in the state are estimated to be approxi
mately 125 million dollars. Although the majority of the banks do not have
any industrial loans, 4 percent of a typical bank's total loans are extended
to industrial users. This percentage is as high as 10 percent for those banks
with deposits over 20 million.
The majority of the firms responding to the survey questionnaire plan
to expand in the next five years» Most expansion will occur in cities over
10,000 in population and in those of under 1,000 polulation. Large firms
will expand in the larger cities and the small firms will expand in the smaller
cities. Although the size of thi s expansion is not known, a typical firm plans
to obtain 24 percent of the funds needed for expansion from the banks in the
state. As of yet these plans are tentative. Undoubtedly consummation of
expansion plans will depend upon conditions of the economy.

The numl^er of new firms in the state in recent years has been sub
stantial. One hundred eighty-eight of the two hundred twenty firms that
have located in the state since 1969 are still operational. These 188 firms
constitute 22 percent of the firms now in the state.

This increase in the

..

number of firms will provide a nucleus to attract an even greater number of

firms. ^Although firms are located throghout the state, and new firms and
expansion activities have occured throughout the state, the First, Second, and

Sixth Planning and Development Districts have the greatest number of total firms

and of firms that are new or expanded since 1969, (Table 1).

In these districts

the percentages of new firms to total firms, and the percentages of expansion
activities to total firms are als^ greater than in the other districts, sup
porting the nucleus hypothesis.

Approximately 5 percent of the state's total bank deposits go to the
industrial sector, so banks could easily handle any foreseeable request for
industrial loans from normal deposit growth and by shifting funds from se
curities to loans and by other methods.

Between 1970 and 1973, bank deposits increased for each of the 64

counties in the state that have bank offices. (There are 67 counties. Depos
its of branch banks are included in the county they are located and not the county
of the, home office). Table 2 shows total bank deposits by planning and devel
opment district. Bank deposits grew for each of the six districts. The per
centage of growth was greatest for those districts that had the smallest amount

of deposits.

Admittedly, some of this growth has been due to the favorable

f
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agricultural conditions during this period, and the rate of growth may
be smaller in the next few years.

The average loan to deposit ratio for banks in South Dakota on
December 31, 1973 was 56.1. (The loan to deposit ratio is loans divided
by depbsits). This average ranged from a low of 52.7 for those banks under
5 million in deposits, to a high of 67.7 for those banks over 20 million

in deposits, (Table 3). When asked the highest loan to deposit ratio
with which they would feel comfortable, banks responded with an average
ratio of 62.2. The difference between the comfortable highest and actual
ratio is 6.1, and ranged from a high difference of 8.4 for those banks under
5 million in deposits to a low difference of 2.2 for those banks over 20
million in deposits. If banks would increase their loans to the highest
level with which they feel comfortable, total bank loans in the state could
increase by 12 percent.
Thus, it appears that adequate funds for industrial loans are at least
potentially available. It then becomes a question of whether these funds
will be made ava'lable. To some extent, this availability will depend
upon the attitudes of the banks toward industrial development.

Most bankers (87 percent) indicate that industrial development would
improve the quality of life for citizens of their communities. Those bankers
that think that industrial development would improve the quality of life

also believe that a development group in the community v/ould help promote

development. Bankers believe that factors now limiting industrial develop
ment in their communities fall into three categories; small population or
the community and the ability to offer services, poor location of the
community within the state, and lack of capital and expertise and knowledge'
in oromoting development. More bankers in the small communities than in
large communfties do not think their community has the capacity to finance
industrial development from local sources. Bankers generally consider
agricu"*tural processing and light manufacturing as most appropriate for
their community.
The small banks rate the experience of their loan officer in industrial
development lower than do larger banks. This seems plausible since the
majority of the small banks do not have any industrial loans. Many banks
have received requests for industrial loans larger than they can legally
forward, but there is a great amount of cooperation between banks and other
lenders to meet the needs of industrial borrowers. This is especially true
when there are two or more banks in the same community. Correspondent banks
are also used to meet the needs of large industrial borrowers.
Bankers indicate that their ability or willingness to increase industrial
loans is dependent upon the demand for loans and the quality of applicants
rather than conditions affecting the supply of funds available. Lack of
applicants and insufficient equity of loan applicants were the most often
indicated reason. Not only banks with high loan to deposit ratios but also
banks with low ratios indicated that prior commitment of available funds to
other uses is an important reason for their inability to make more industrial
loans. The banks with high ratios of course are committed to other loans,
and the banks with low ratios are committed to federal government securities.

In conclusion, it can be said that industrial activity in the state will
continue to grow, and it appears that banks in the state will have the funds
available to meet requests for loans. Although bankers generally have a
positive attitude toward industrial firms and development, some lack experience
with and knowledge about industrial activity. Because this lack of experience
and knowledge is especially prevalent in smaller communities, some difficulties

may arise in providing funds for the firms in these communities. To help
correct this, state agencies must continue to be instrumental in providing
information to these banks and firms in the area of financing.

Banks with negative attitudes towards industrialization—and these banks,

with exceptions, tend to be banks with low loan to deposit ratios—pose a
different type of problem. It is not lack of experience or knowledge that
is preventing them from forwarding loans, although they may indeed lack them,
but rather their attitudes and philosophy towards the role of banks. They
are not assuming the role of the full service helping hand bank as a moving
force for community economic development. Elements of competition form
alternate types of financial institutions, or from other banks may change
their attitudes, or at least provide the community with needed funds.
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Table 2:

Total Bank Deposit and Deposit Growth by Planning
and Davelopn:ent District

In Millions of Dollars

Percentage

Planning

June 31

District

1970^

June 31

1972

June 31

1973

Growth

1970-1973

Source: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Surnmary of
Deposits in All Commercial and Mutual Savings Banks, June 31, 1973

(VJ^shingt:)n, D, C»), and the saitie publications for the year 1972
and 1970,

*Data for 1971 were not available-
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Actual and Highest Acceptable Loan to Deposit Ratio
by Deposit Sizes

Loan to

.Deposit Ratios

Average Highest Acceptable
Standard Deviation

Actual*
Difference

Deposit Size in Millions of Dollars
Total. Under 5

5-10

10-20

Over 20

62.2

61.1

57.8

65.9

69.9

(8.1)

(6.6)

(8.0)

(8.0)

(4.5)

56.1

52.7

53.3

60.8**

67.7***

6.1

8.4

4.5

5.1

2.2

)eratinj
^Source: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Bank Oper
Statistics - 1973, (Washington, D.C,, 1973).^

**Taken from size group $10 to $25 million in deposits.

*'^'^The average of the two groups $25 to $100 million (64.5).
and over $100 million (70.8).
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INVESTr4ENT POTENTIAL OF IDLE COUNTY FUNDS

WANDA M. LEONARD
EXTENSION ECONOMIST-CRD
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

When I was asked to speak to you about the work I have been doing in
the management of idle county funds, my first thought was "What does the
management of idle county funds have to do with agri-business?" No sooner
had the question entered my mind, before I had the answer. Management of
idle county funds has ever^hing to do with agri-business. It matters
not whether you rre engaged in agri-business as a producer, a salesman,
an equipment dealer or involved in any one of the many other aspects of
agri-uusiness, you are or should be concerned about your county's manage
ment of idle funds. Almost every resident of South Dakota pays personal
property tax, and, therefore, has a monetary interest in their county
governments and their operations.

Today, I wish to share with you some of the findings of a project I
am in the process of completing.

My attention was first brought to the subject of management of idle
funds by a member of a planning and development district. I then reviewed
county financial reports as listed quarterly in the South Dakota weekly
newspapers. Observation of the reports revealed that several counties
in Sou+h Dakota maintained a demand deposit balance of $331 to $770
thousajid for the third quarter of 1973. This was on September 30,
before the November 1 tax due date, when an even greater amount would
accumulate.

Investment of idle county cash balances is not new, although it has

changed dramatically over time. Prior to 1900, it was almost universal
practice for treasurers to invest idle moneys and retain the earnings for
personal use. After 1900 this practice was prohibited, and it was followed
by a regulation providing the governmental unit concerned to earn interest

on demand deposits.

It was during this era that South Dakota legislators

passed legislation pertaining to the deposit of public funds.^ In 1935,

several changes took place in the field of banking, one of which precluded
federally insured commercial banks from paying interest on demand deposits.
It has been 40 years since that regulation was adopted, and it has only
been within the last ten to fifteen years that cities and counties in the
United States have actively been engaged in earning revenue on idle funds.
The investment of otherwise idle balances constitutes a significant

potential revenue source for local governments. Idle cash balances arise
in a number of ways. First, there are tax revenues which are received
throughout the entire year but in the greatest amount near the tax due
dates. Another way that funds could accumulate would be in the issuing

of bonds for a construction project, which will not be expended until
sometime in the future. Counties also collect iiioney for license fees and

hunting fees, and while these ultimately go to the State Treasurer, they
do remain in the county fund until they are forwarded to the capital.
The potential revenue of these idle moneys and the means of obtaining
this revenue is the subject that I will discuss with you today.
A study conducted by the Municipal Finance Officers Association of

the United States and Canada revealed that cities and counties with popu
lations under 10,000 could annually earn 22 percent of the average monthly
disbursements by proper investment. Cities and counties with populations
between 10,000 and 50,000 could annually earn 23.8 percent of the average

monthly disbursements. The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela
tions estimated that nearly $100 million could be earned by state and
local governments in the United States through' proper investment. This
estimate is low as compared to other estimates that have been made.

Others

working in the area of investment of idle governmental balances have placed
the estimate of foregone interest to be between $312 and $342 million dollars

annually. At the initial start of these studies, approximately 20 percent
of idle funds were being invested. Five years later nearly 65 percent of
the idle funds were being invested, largely due to the awareness of the
potential revenue as projected by various studies. Thei"^ is still a lot
of money that is not being invested—the remaining 35 percent. And another
key point to renumber is that, although 65 percent of the total idle funds
are being-invested, sonTe units are not investing any funds while others are
maintaining an investment rate of 90 percent.

I know I have been speaking in terms of the national figures and you
may wonder what this really means to South Dakota county governments.
Estimates of the>potential revenue from idle cash balances for the entire

state range in the area of $2 million annually.
an estimate.

This $2 million is only

In practice the amount may well be above $2 million.

It

would depend to a large extent on the expertise of the person or persons
managing the funds, and the-rate at which they were invested.

Most counties

in South Dakota are presently holding CD's and/or U.S. Government Bonds,
but they are not employing short-term funds in active interest bearing
instruments.

I selected a county in South Dakota that represented an average county
In regards to population size and tax base. This study county had as it's

lowest demand deposit drawing point in 1973, $229 thousand and a high point
of $870 thousand. This is up and above the $370 thousand that was invested
in CD's. It is absurd to think that a county has to have amounts of this
magnitude sitting idle to meet expenditures sometime in the future. In

talking with treasurers and others involved with funds management at the
county level. I have repeatedly been told that they "have to have the money
on hand to meet expenditures." True, they have to ireet expenditures when
due, but there is no reason to keep large amounts of money sitting idle
"just in case an expenditure may come due." There are some fundamentals
that must be considered when investing public funds.
are namely: safety, liquidity, legality and yield.

These fundamentals

First and foremost is safety. Regardless of any other considerations,
the protection of the taxpayers' money is the main objective, and no

reasoning to the contrary can justify speculation with the principal amount
of funds to be invested. The funds, when invested, must be in only the
safest and most secure kinds of investment. Following the basic funda

mental of safety is liquidity.
needed.

That is, the money must be available when

After all, that is the reason that the funds are available in

the first place. The funds are placed with the county treasurer to insure
that obligations of the county can and will be met when due.
Only after the considerations of safety and liquidity are met, should
the yield be considered. It can generally be said that local units of
government of small size are limited to those choices of investments
which offer stability, liquidity and minimum fluctuation in principal
values, as well as predetermined yield rates. At least the amount of
yield can be calculated to a close approximation, and above all the
principal will not be endangered.
Our state legislators have been fully aware of the fundamentals of
safety and liquidity and have generally passed legislation guaranteeing
these results. Statutes exist that establish where the public funds shall
be held, who shall hold them and to some degree the investment or noninvestment of these funds is spelled out. There are some places in the
law, thoughi that need clarification. For instance, the law states in one

place that the funds are to be on deposit with a bank in the county in
which the funds originated and in another section it states that funds are
to be deposited with any bank or trust company. A section follows that
clarifies the question, and the result is that money must stay in the
county in which it originated, unless of course a bank doesn't exist, or
the amount of county funds exceeds 100 percent of the banks' capital and

surplus. Another section that needs clarification is one in which the law
reads "Any public funds which will not be needed for current operating
expense, may be invested in securities of the United States and securities
guaranteed by the United States government either directly or indirectly
and redeemable within eighteen months of purchase. The maturity date may
exceed eighteen months. Provided, however, that permanent, trust, retire
ment and buildings funds may be invested in securities having a redeemable
date beyond eighteen months."

Attorney general opinions have helped to clarify the above law. One
such opinion states that county funds could be invested in securities of
the Farmers Home Administration. Other opinions have specified Urban
Renewal and Redevelopment securities. Health Education Facilities authority
bonds, and Housing and Redevelopment commission bonds. From this, one can
conclude that any of the federal agency issues could be used as proper
investment instruments. While these instruments are not directly guaranteed
by the Federal government, they are indirectly guaranteed, in as much as

they would presumably be sound so long as our government is sound. And
if the Federal governments fails, so goes the lower levels of government—
and in that case it wouldn't really matter where or how the funds were
being held.

The law I just read to you also states that "Any funds which will not
be needed for current operating expense, may be invested...[if] redeemable
within eighteen months." The problem is, what is meant by current operating
expenses? Does current ijie^n today, tomorrow,, within the week, the month.

the year or within several years? If you take the phrase "will not be needed
for current operating expense" to mean only that funds must be available when
needed to meet expenditures when they become due and payable, then it matters
not whether the money is placed on deposit the day the check clears the bank
or whether it has been sitting there idle for several days, weeks or months.
The law states that the instruments must be redeemable within eighteen months,

with the exception of some funds as specified. It seems therefore that
counties could be investing idle cash balances in short-term investments
for as short a period as one day.

To show you how fast short-term investments could be returning revenue
to the counties, I have computed just a few. A repurchase agreement in the
amount of $200 thousand, at 1% interest could yield $194.40 in 5 days,

%2.1Z,22 in 7 days and at 7.5% interest for 8 days would yield $322.22.
Now, consider the $800 thousand that was idle in my study county. If that
money was invested over the weekend only, at 7%, it would have meant a re
turn of $460.26. Now this is over the weekend, when we know that county
treasurers and audi-^ors will not be making expenditures. Although, this
was just an example, there are several days in each month that moneys are

accumulating.. Expenditures aren't made every day, and repurchase agree
ments are usually available for periods as short as one day. Yields on

repurchase agreements are usually not as high as yields on other types of
securities, but they could be purchased with money that was going to be
idle only a short time or until enough money had accumulated to warrant
investment in a longer term arrangement. Most repurchase agreements are

for periods of 1 to 7 days, and the denomination is usually for $100,000
or more, depending on the individual banks, which points out the fact that
the law needs to allow counties the right to place funds with banks outside

the county of origin if the banks in the county are not willing to partici
pate. Treasury^bi11s are another type of security with varying issues and
.maturities. These begin at a minimum of $10 thousand and of course can be
bought in larger amounts or several smaller bills could be purchased with
varying maturities.

There are numerous ways in
invested. It would depend upon
the cash-flow of each unit. To
necessary to review past years'

which the idle funds of a county could be
the receipts and disbursements pattern, or
set up an investment program, it would be
revenues and expenditures and from that
project the ensuing year's cash-flow. Actual events would need to be com

pared with the projection and updated as necessary.

Now, there is another consideration that has to be dealt with and that
is the relationship with the banking industry. If county governments begin
managing their money more efficiently, it could benefit the taxpayer, but
it could also hurt or hinder commercial banks.

Banks could stand to lose,

large, stable and thus profitable, demand deposit balances. Moreover, with
a decline in deposits, banks may be forced to call in loans or refuse new^
loan applications. This wouldn't necessarily have to happen however. While
county funds do not constitute a major segment of total bank deposits,
neither can these funds be termed insignificant. Just for your information
and so that you will know the amounts of money that we are considering, a
study in 1964 revealed that of approximately $21 billion on deposit by

State and Local governments,^12J$ billion or 59.1 percent was in demand
deposits. Such deposits made up about 7.5 percent of the total of all
deposits in the nation in insured commercial banks. In South Dakota the

county government surplus funds accounts for only one percent of the banks*
deposits. There are two apsects to the size of deposit balances that
should be maintained in the depository bank. One phase relates to the
cost of services performed by the bank for the county. These services in
clude such services as accepting and accounting for deposits, collection
services, and custodial services for securities. Also the banks generally
offer financial and investment, advice to the governmental unit, particular
ly in small towns and cities like those in South Dakota.

The second phase relates to the economic functions performed by the
banking element. The efficacy with which this function is performed may
affect the economic well-being of the county. For example, the county
can undoubtedly benefit from loan activities of the bank. Where loans are
made for construction and purchases the local units directly benefit from
an increase in taxable values added.

The extent to which the economy is

maintained through approximate full employment of the labor force in a
local area is also a factor since this is reflected in some degree in the
ability of taxpayers to meet taxes imposed by local governments.
4

To compensate the bank or banks for their services, it will be neces
sary for counties to either pay for the services in a set dollar amount
or to leave a demand deposit balance in an amount sufficient to compensate
the bank for the services.

If we were to decide that "fee for service" was

the way we wished to go, then we would need legislation allowing this
arrangement. If we elect to use the compensating bank balance, then it
will be up to the bank or banks and those involved with the management of
county funds to determine what is a reasonable and equitable bank balance
to maintain. Most banks do periodic computations to analyze their checking

accounts to cjetermine the net profit or loss of the accounts. This enables
the banks to determine the average loanable amount they maintain. In
addition, many banks have assigned figures representing the cost of ser
vicing the accounts.

By observation of South Dakota county quarterly reports, the trend
indicates that demand deposits are held in all banks in the county, usually
with the bank or banks in the county seat maintaining the lions share, plus
all CD's or time deposits. This approach has the advantage of letting all
banks in the county be involved in county finance and it also alleviates
the situation of selecting one bank over another.
. There are two other alternatives that could be used in selecting a

depository bank. One of these would be to place all funds in a single bank
and rotating banks annually. Where this had been done, units have said that
they maximize banking services in this way and also alleviate the problem
of selecting a bank, as each bank would eventually have the opportunity
of holding funds. A second method, which is relatively new but gaining
wide acceptance, is to pay banks for their services on a bid arrangement.
The governmental unit can either list the services it wishes to purchase
or the banks can list the services it will provide for a flat fee, or for
maintaining x dollars as the average daily balance, or for a combination
of the two—that being x dollars in demand deposit and additional services
for additional fees.

Regardless of what method is selected for compensating the banks,
this is a factor that will have to be considered in the investment policy.

I know it is getting on in the afternoon, and many of you are undoubt
edly tired of listening to me. Some of you may have quit listening several
minutes ago. Those of you who have stuck with me, have probably thought to
yourself, "If this revenue source is possible, and presumably it is, why
haven't the counties been investing the idle funds?" Or you could be
sitting out there thinking of a thing or two you would like to tell your
county commissioners, or county treasurer or auditor or all of them. Let
me tell you, that yes it is possible, but there are several reasons that it
hasn't been done in the past. First, keep in mind that your county commis
sioners meet for only brief periods of time and that your county treasurers
and auditors are already occupied with their daily tasks.

What is needed is some new guidelines and perhaps new legislation. I
recommend that either the state legislators reconsider the present statutes

concerning the investment of public funds, or that we live with the laws as
they now stand and give them a very broad, liberal interpretation. To do ,
otherwise deprives local units of government of considerable revenue.
I recommend that county governments, through their individual charters,
set one day each month that expenditures will be made. This would npt be
local governmental units to establish. The cash-flow is of a nature that
would adapt well to this arrangement. Then each unit would have use of
their funds from the day of receipt until the day of expenditure, and in
some cases the length of time held would be even longer, such as the months
immediately following tax due dates.
I recommend^ that counties with an Intensive investment program be per-^,

mitted to engage in "inter-county' transfers. It is likely that with an
intensive investment program, that there could be brief periods of time
that an "inter-county" loan would be beneficial to both the borrowing and
the loaning county. Care must be taken to insure that such transfers are

^

of such kind and duration as in no way impairs the credit of the loaning
governmental unit.

I recommend that appropriate legislation be passed to permit county

governmental units to combine investment procedures within each planning •
and development district in South Dakota. This would facilitate intercounty transfers, and also, through district centralization, greater amounts
could be invested for longer periods of time and also compensating balances
could be lowered.

I recommend that, upon appropriate legislation, the counties employ an
investment officer for the county or district if idle operating funds con
stitute X thousands of dollars at any time during the year, and additionally

that counties be required to invest x percent of current operating funds.
To establish both the amount necessary to warrant an officer and the per

centage that requires investment would take additional study.
I recommend that local governmental units be allowed to deposit their
funds outside the county, if better services for smaller fees can be ob
tained elsewhere, and further", that each county or district prepare an

estimated summary of the amounts of funds to be held in compensating
balances and the amounts to be invested for the coming calendar year and

publish such summaries in South Dakota papers, thereby allowing banks the
opportunity to bid on the governmental accounts. Or, an alternative would
be for banks to state the amount they would require to be held in com

pensating balances per so many dollars invested and letting the counties
select the best banking service.
I would further recommend that the State Government initiate a program
of technical assistance to local units of governnrent with respect to the
investment of idle funds. This informational system v/ould relate invest

ment possibilities and explore U.S. securities specially designed to meet
the needs of the local units.

A toll-free number in Pierre would be suf

ficient with weekly or bi-monthly written informational materials.
Presently, the Office of Legislative Audit is willing to help the county
units witn their investment of funds, but their is no definite plan or
operation to see that investment is taking place.
Finally, I would like to say that the investment of surplus cash is
only one aspect to the vgeneral function of treasury management. The
other possible area cf county treasury managGnent is in tax reduction.
It is obvious that the county governmental units are taking more from the
taxpayers than v- necessary for efficient operation, or the permanent
surplus would n.e accumulating. It seems that taxes could be lowered
to the amount nc , ssary to efficiently operate the government, arrd then
reduced further by the amount of revenue that could be earned through
investment.

